Introduction to VAT Reporting

SQLWorks allows users to accurately report all VAT, calculated using all ledgers.
In order to report VAT SQLWorks loads records from the five transaction ledgers, (sales, purchase,
sundry cash, petty cash and nominal). When loading records for an unreported VAT quarter we
load records by date range, however we will also sweep up any records that were in previous qtrs
that have not been reported. This means that you can backdate records in the system into a
previous qtr and the VAT element will be brought forward to the current qtr. Note that if you are
loading records for a previously reported qtr then only the reported records are loaded.
Not all transactions are reportable. On every transaction there is an ‘Add To
VAT’ flag which determines if they are visible to the VAT ledger, (for example
payments to HMRC do not need to be reported).
The ‘Add To VAT’ flag can be set via 3 processes:
1. Each nominal code can control the ‘Add To VAT’ flag, by default it is
reportable, but if you turn off the flag in the nominal code, new
transactions for this code will not be reportable.
We recommend reviewing your nominal code list settings, for example,
the nominal code for payroll should not be set as VAT reportable.

2. On the sales / purchase account there is a VAT selection mode with 3 options: Included,
Exempt, and NRT (Non-Reportable Transaction). If set to NRT the record will not be
reported in the VAT ledger. You might set an account to generate NRT transactions, if for
example, the account represented is a shop or show room owned by you. You might set the
account or invoice as Exempt if the account was a charity. Setting an invoice as VAT exempt
sets all lines to have a vat code of 0, creating no VAT, but these are still reportable.
3. For some users of the system the flag is visible on the transaction itself and can be amended
manually.
If you buy or sell within the ECC then you should specify the VAT number and check the VAT
country against each account, this can be set under the ‘Bank and VAT’ tab in the Sales
Ledger/Purchase Ledger. The VAT country used on an invoice determines whether it is applied to
EC VAT. In the countries list you must specify if the country is UK, EC or World.

When performing a VAT calculation, the rules above are used to load the set of transactions and
distribute the values accordingly using the following process:
For INPUT ledgers (i.e. PL Acquisitions) – On the Left
• The country of the transaction decides if the record applies to the main section or EC
section
• If in EC section the EC VAT is calculated as what it would be (i.e. 20% of nett)
• VAT no. is irrelevant other than to produce the EC VAT report
For OUTPUT ledgers (i.e. SL Sales) – On the Right
• As above the country of the transaction decides if it applies to the main section or EC
section
• If in EC section the EC VAT is set depending on the VAT number on the account:
o If there is a VAT number there is no EC VAT to pay
o If there is a NO VAT number the EC VAT is set to the amount on the transaction

VAT Form 100 Summarised:

•
•
•
•
•

Box 1 = Sum of output VAT + EC output VAT (i.e. the amount of VAT we have to pay, from
sales invoices and other output ledgers)
Box 2 = Sum of all EC Input VAT boxes (These values are auto calculated to be 20% of the
nett, therefore this is the VAT we WOULD pay out if it was not an EC invoice)
Box 3 = Box 1 + Box 2
Box 4 = Sum of all Input VAT including calculated EC VAT from Box 2 (i.e. all VAT to claim
back including EC VAT)
Box 5 = 3-4 = nett vat to pay, this box will always be a positive value even if a refund is due,
the MTD system knows to do a refund. (Because boxes 3 and 4 both include the EC VAT we
will cancel out the box 2 value)

Note – boxes 6-9 do not include pennies in box values, the totals will be rounded up or down
accordingly.
•
•
•
•

Box 6 all nett sales – i.e. output UK nett + EC nett
Box 7 all nett purchases – i.e. input UK nett + EC nett
Box 8 Just the EC Nett output totals
Box 9 just the EC Nett input totals

